The main tool will be the ίibration π: X T ->B T = BT, where X τ is as usual E τ x T X. We will use the usual limit arguments to allow ourselves to pretend that E τ is compact. Cohomology will be sheaf cohomology with compact supports (which will not usually be indicated). The spectral sequence of X T ->BT with coefficients in A will be denoted E r (X τ 
; A). The fixed point set of T acting on X will be denoted F(T, X) = F(T). X~ZY(X~PY)
will mean that X is a compact Z-cohomology (^-cohomology) manifold with Z(Z P ) cohomology ring the same as that of Y. dim^ (X) or dim z (X) will be the usual cohomological dimension of X over Z v or Z. See [1] or [2] for details. For an abelian group A, let J^~A be A/Torsion (A).
If a torus T acts on a space X, a subtorus H of T is said to be distinguished if F(H) Ξg F(K) for any subtorus K which has if Ξg H. In particular, the distinguished corank one subtori of T are those subtori H of corank one in T that have F(H) 5=> F(T). Recall that given a corank one subtorus of T, there is a corresponding integer-valued linear functional on the Lie algebra of T, a corresponding element of H ι (T\ Z) and a corresponding element (not divisible by any integer) in H 2 (BT; Z). Now consider a torus T acting on X ~ z S n . Let F(T) ~ z S r , and look at F τ S X τ .
Consider the cases r > 0, r = 0, and r = -1 (F(T) = 0) separately. which takes g to (generator) (x) 07 as before.
In case r --1,
takes the generator to 07. The theorem below will identify the integer c. Let p be any prime. (Several of the objects below will depend on p, although this dependence will not be explicitly indicated.) (The letter p will also be used as one of indices of a spectral sequence, but hopefully no confusion will result.) For i = 1, 2, let S(i) be the subgroup of elements t of T such that pH -1, the identity element of T. Let S(0) be the subgroup of T consisting of 1 only. Clearly S(i) = {Z p ι)\ where k is the rank of T. Each F(S(i)) is a Zp-cohomology n r sphere for some n { .
THEOREM. Suppose that for any prime p and i = 1, 2, that F(S(i)) has finitely generated Z-cohomology. Let p a be the largest power of p that divides c. Then
Proof. The second claim follows from the first and the fact that
We will first do the case r > 0 and then reduce the other two cases to this case.
Consider the spectral sequence of
and has finitely generated integral cohomology, it is easy to see from the universal coefficient theorem that H
*(F(S(i)); Z) has no p-torsion, that H°(F(S(i)); Z) = Z, and that ^~H*{F{S{i)); Z)
collapses. It is then easy to verify the following facts about 
H*(BT; Z) ~ E*>°(F(S(i)) τ ; Z) > ^~E*-n *(F(S(i)) T ; Z) ~ H P (BT; Z)
This map is monomorphism, and its cokernel is finite with non-p order.
We know F(S(i)) ~ p S ni
for i = 0,1, 2, where n 0 = n, and F(S{/ + 1)) = F for / large enough, so n/ +ι = r. We have
x = F(S(0)) a F(S(i)) a a
We can consider the inclusion map F τ -• X Γ to be the composition
Let hi be a generator of J^E^(F(S(i)) τ ; Z). We will show below that the induced map φ: ^EJF{S{i)) T \ Z) --> ^EJF{β{% + 1)) Γ ; Z) has φ(hi) divisible by p i{n ί~ni+ΰi 2 and by no higher power of p. Using this and the facts (i)-(iv), we can show that 2α = Σf =Q i{Ui -n i+1 ), which equals Σf =1 (Πi -n/ +1 ), which is our conclusion. Thus we only have to prove our claim about the number of factors of p dividing Consider the following diagram:
E4F(S(i)) τmi) ; Z p ) > I EUF(S(ϊ)) sii+1)ISii) ; Z P ) -^-> E^F{S{i + l))* (<+ i,,* (ί) ; Z p )

Let hi be the generator of ^~Έt: ni {F(S(ί))τίsii)\ Z).
It is easy to see that a(k { ) is a non-p multiple of h t . Now the map β on the
(BT; Z) ~ Z\ which is multiplication by p\ Since ψ(k^ lies in filtration degree % -n i+1 , we can see using (iv) above that β(ψ(ki)) contains precisely i{Ui -n i+1 )/2 more factors of p than ψ(ki) does. Thus it is sufficient to show that ψ{kî s not divisible by p.
The map δ is reduction mod p, so it suffices to show that δψ(ki)Φθ. Therefore it suffices to show that τεy(ki) Φ 0. But
, with fixed point set F(S(i + 1)) ~ p S* ί+1 , and ετ(fei) is the generator of E^n (iύ Z p ) . In these circumstances, we must have τεy(k i ) nonzero (see [1] , Chapter XIII, and [3] ) which finishes the proof in the case r > 0.
i (F(S(i)) S (i+i)is
The cases r = 0 and r = -1 are handled by replacing X by SX and S 2 X respectively, where SX denotes the nonreduced suspension. The action of T on SX (or S 2 X) then has a nonempty connected fixed point set, so the problem is reduced to the previous case. It is not hard to see that if X -z S n , then SX ~ z S n+1 . Thus we only need to show: (1) The second case, going from r = 0 to r -1, is easy; one merely uses the naturality of the suspension map.
In the first case, going from r = -1 to r = 0, we have an action of Γ on X-z S n with F = 0, so n is odd. In the spectral sequence of p: X T ->B T9 the generator of H n (X) transgresses to cηe H n+1 (BT), cη Φ 0. On the other hand, the spectral sequence of q: (SX) T -> BT collapses. Then it is easy to check that H n (X τ ) = 0, 
